SDCC – SAFER Digital Country Consortium
SAFER - Sustainable Agriculture Forestry Enviroment Riskmanagement of DIGITAL COUNTRIES
Rural areas are the main parts of most countries. Around the globe we have 13 billion km² land-area,
5 billion km² (39%) agro areas (1,4 arable, 0,1 permanent crops and 3,5 meadows), 4 billion (billions
= German Milliarde (nine zeros) (31%) km² forest areas and around 4 billion km² (31%) the rest
(desserts, glaciers, Alpine structures, villages, cities, roads-, other networks. With >7.3 billion (2018)
population, we have 0,57 ha agro- and 0,71 ha forest- area/head, not too much! It means we must
manage them under sustainability principles, must stop activities that destroys these areas and give
responsibility strong to local people as only they can control main targets: „Economy and Ecology“.
For the optimized management and for the control of these areas we need to use best technologies
for planning, management and control. Many technologies are available but split into many single
elements managed by many different companies out of different countries. The target was to setup a
SAFER DIGITAL COUNTRY CONSORTIUM with a group of companies that are able to deliver know how
and technologies to plan, manage and control rural areas regionally, countrywide and globally.
SAFER Consortium Plan is, to group synergetic selected companies that have know-how and/or technologies for
planning, management or control of rural areas and focus to the needs of agriculture, forestry, environment or
related sectors. The partners must have outstanding know how or technology(ies) and must be willing also to
work on an integration model so that all technologies fit together and integrated models can be offered to entire
countries. SDCC has to support the development of a model that is based on the membership and rules of SDCC:













The consortium was registered as an Austrian non-profit Association
The founding members are:
o (1) SIVECO, Romanians largest IT comp. for top down agriculture subsidy management,
o (2) Vladu Ovidiu and his companies for animal earmarks and hotels as education center
o (3) 3/1 PROGIS (rural areas IT and financing group) and 3/2 GI (Geomatic Intelligence ICT
Technology company with GIS and orthoimages globally and daily with 1m resolution) and
farm-, forest-, environment- and logistic-mgmt. and 3/3 Dipl.Ing. Walter H. Mayer as Austrian
Civil-Engineer for agriculture–forestry-environment, expert at the court for valuation of rural
areas and founder of PROGIS.
o (4) Already confirmed, PESSL Instruments, Austria & Pfandl, Rumania
GI has its HQ in 1010 Vienna, Schottenring 16, with limited costs of € 100,--/month also SDCC
The membership-fee we recommended with € 500,-- per year plus other costs according projects
The Association in Austria it needs a board (3 persons) and a cash-accountant.
Once a year a general meeting has to be done and the new board to be selected (all 3 years)
SDCC produces a marketing brochure for all members to have according to rules a possibility to integrate
a 1/1 page with its technology, entry page 2/1 is from SDCC.
New members need before registration the ok from the board; members can become not competitive
organizations only or in other cases all members have at 100% to agree
Partners must define the domain of interest for their related technologies required by a sustainable
development in the rural area
Once a year a new brochure has to be developed or the existing one upgraded that is covered costly by
all participants; the board has to inform all members and details incl. costs.
The Austrian Chamber of Commerce with 110 trade-offices globally, we can use for marketing and
dissemination. A list of focused countries and priorities has to be developed.
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A contact by SDCC means that, when it comes within 3 years after the first contact to a contract under
SDCC Consortium, SDCC gets the right to subcontract it to all partners that participate under a fee of
15% (or 15 + 15% when a local partner takes part). Individual contracts can be done.
SDCC gets a fee of 1% of the turnover in this country. Members have to inform SDCC, who gets the right
to check these data at a bookkeeping of this partner.
SDCC will organize financing possibilities for all members including Austrian Controlbank.
SDCC will also start a cooperation with African Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank,
Asiatic Development Bank, Islamic Development Bank and FAO with HQ and regional offices and UN and
IPCC and other International Organizations related to these sectors. Contacts and cooperation models
with them have to be worked out.
SDCC can/should also coop at meetings, trade shows, seminars etc. on internal level as well as a
cooperation model that one partner takes part and integrates other partners or the SDCC.
Members of SDCC can be partner with Club of Ossiach www.clubofossiach.com and vice versa.
Club of Ossiach (CoO) is focused on the scientific side, SDCC is more focused on the business side.
SDCC will partner on global scale as customers will be ca. 200+ countries on entire globe.
Economic activities income to SDCC must be used for future developments and for marketing.
A common platform must be available for members to have presence on the internet
Global seminar model together with CoO must be worked out.
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